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A Scenic Designer’s
Process

SCENIC HANDOUT 1 - Scenic Process

  Read the Play & React
The first step for any designer is to read the play. 
It is important for a designerto read a play straight 
through the first time and to note any gut reactions 
or emotional reactions that they might have about 
the play. A reaction to the first reading might 
inspire something about the design.  
Then read it again.
Then maybe read it one more time.

Discussion’s with the Director and Design Team
A set designer does not work alone! Usually there are many 
meetings with the director and design team. including the 
lighting, costume, sound and sometimes projection designers. 
Discussions with the director are crucial because the director 
is guiding the entire production so it is important to 
understand what they are looking for in the design. 

Research
Research is your number one communication tool at the 
beginning of the set design process! After developing an 
understanding about the play as a design team, a scenic 
designer will take all of that information and find image 
references to communicate the ideas that have been 
discussed visually. A picture is worth 1.000 words.

Sketching and rough models
The next step is to synthesize the images and begin sketching 
and playing with ideas. Rough models made of paper without 
texture or color are a great tool to experiment with three 
dimensional space in the model box. 

Visit the Theater & Build a Model Box
Every design is shaped by the architecture of the theater in which you 
are designing. It is important to make a scale model of the theater you 
are working in early in the process, and to visit the space, if you can, to 
get a sense of the size and scale.  

Christine Jones research

Ming Cho Lee sketch
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Collaboration with Scenic Charge
The Scenic Charge is responsible for budgeting and painting all of the scenery and drops. The scenic designer must
provide detailed paint elevations that show the scnerye is to be painted and textured. The scenic charge then paints

the scenery based on the elevations provided.

Scale Color Model 
Once the design idea begins to take form, a designer 
will test the idea by building a detailed color model in 

scale, usually 1/4” or 1/2”. which is basically a miniature 
version of what the set will look like. The model will be 
painted and treated to look as close at it can to what it 

will look like on stage. This is very helpful for the director
to be able to visualize the entire production.

Scene-by-scene storyboards 
Storyboarding can happen at different points in the process, 
and can take the form of sketches/renderings or photos of the 
model at different points in the play. Storyboards are essential 
to figure out how the scenery changes and how the action 
unfolds within the set.  

Collaboration with Technical Director 
The Technical Director budgets the scenery and is responsible for building. loading in and striking the scenery. As a 
set designer you must work closely with the TD to make sure that the scenery is built as you imagined it, and to modify 
the scenery during budgeting so that you maintain the integrity of the design/ Drafting. or technical drawings of the 
scenic elements with measurements is key in the commuincation process. 

Drafting & Paint Elevations 
You can make a beautiful model, but the scenic process doesn’t end there! The goal is to have the built set look
like your model and to do that a set designer must provide drafting for the Technical Director (who oversees the 
building of the set) and paint elevations for the Scenic Charge (who oversees the painting of the set).  

Collaboration with Prop Master 
As the set designer you are responsible for all the props that appear on stage as well. The Prop Master is in charge of
procuring those props. but the designer provides specific research for what each prop should look like.  

Robert Wilson storyboards

Ming Cho Lee model


